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i5 Claims. (CI, 48-180)
My invention relates to fuel mixers or cars

- Fig. 5 is an elevation of the complete car
Fig. 6 is a similar view looking from the left

buretors, and has for its object the improvement buretor.
of such devices and the methods of their use to

produce a more perfect combustible mixture than side of Fig. 5.

.. . .

has heretofore been possible, using gaseous fuels Referring to the drawings and first to Fig. 1, 60
or the gaseous products of liquid fuel. The I designates the upper section of the containing
present application is a continuation in part of casing, the lower elements of which are desig
my prior copending application Serial No. 487,623, nated as 22 and 28 respectively. The casing 1 is
filed
9, 1930. . . . .
flanged at its upper end for attachment to the
O In October
my said prior application I have described intake manifold of an internal combustion en 65
and illustrated a carburetor and fuel mixer hav gine in the usual manner. Its cylindrical walls
ing as its vital parts a bell chamber body through are drilled on a horizontal line to receive bush
which the constituents of the finished fuel mix ings and nuts 5-6-7-8 containing bearings for
'S ture
pass, and a vacuum bell, so called because the the shaft 3 carrying the butterfly valve or throttle
air passing up around it in the interior of the bell 2, and having an operating lever 4 attached to it. 70
chamber body produces a partial vacuum above No actuating device for this lever. is shown, and
the bell in the same manner that air passing over it may be actuated in the usual or any desired
m
the cambered surface of an aerofoil produces a manner. . . .
partial vacuum above the same. Fuel is ad The two sections 1 and 22 of the body are con
mitted preferably vertically through the bell and nected by a screw thread 22a, the purpose in sep
emerges into the currents of air above the bell arating them at this point being to insert an an
where it is caught in the vacuum and rolled to nular valve seat 21, which is clamped in place
form a homogeneous combustible mixture. The between them. This is the seat of an automatic
25. admission of fuel to the mixer as well as open pressure valve. 16, which is lifted up when the S0
ing and closing of the throttle are controlled in throttle is opened and not only permits passage
said case by a common connecting rod and lever of the mixture from beneath it, but also opens a
or the equivalent, and the same control applies Water valve and injects a spray of water into the

to the adjustment of the vacuum control bell in mixture as it passes. The sprayer is shown at

the
bell chamber body. Thus, the degree of open
ing of the butterfly valve or throttle to admit the

9 carried in a vertical tube supported axially in
the casing by a bridge 10. Spring 15 for the

85."

charge to the engine, the amount of fuel sup preSSure valve 16 encircles the tube and abuts
plied at the same time, and the size and shape against the bridge. Inside the tube the stem of

of the air passages in the bell chamber body the valve 16 slides up and down as the valve

around the vacuum control bell are all simulta moves, and in its uppermost position, the valve
35. neously
is open. It opens a slide valve to permit water
and automatically controlled.
In the present application I describe and illus to enter through a horizontal channel in the
trate a carburetor and fuel mixer having the bridge which communicates through the valve
O

same vital parts, but with this difference, that

casing 12 carrying needle valve 14 and locknut

tion of the vacuum control bell in the bell chamber

are not shown.

The water supply enters the casing 12 through 95
the butterfly valve or throttle is separately con 13.
inlet
port 11, the external connections of which
trolled and the fuel intake as well as the posi
-

opposite side of the casing from the
body,
are adjusted once for all in the most efficient On the
valve
I have shown a pressure relief valve
position for all degrees of opening of the throttle Water
19 with a compression spring 20 which is ad

45. and then locked.
justed in tension so as to permit the valve to 100
My invention is illustrated in the accompany open
at any pressure above that which should
ing drawings, in which
normally
exist either above or below the valve 16.
Figs. 1 and la taken together constitute a
50

vertical central section through the carburetor.

The foregoing features may be changed or wa
ried without departing from the spirit of the in

Fig. 2 is a horizontal section on the line 2-2 Vention, as all parts above the valve 16 are in
-

of Fig. I looking downward.

Fig. 3 is a vertical section on the line 3-3 of

cidental to the main features of invention which

are as follows:

Fig. 1a looking downward.
The central section 22 of the casing I call the
Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the bell chamber bell chamber body and within it is housed what
55 body showing the air valve bridge.
I call the vacuum control bell. The bell chamber

O
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2body is closed at its lower end by a horizontal
whereby the tubes may move up or down in the

disk 27 containing annular sets of perforations bracket.
Fuel supply in this assembly is through a fuel
and this disk with its perforations I call my air
vent duct. Its functions are exceedingly impor tube 49 and the needles secured in the block 51,
tant as will be presently pointed out. The central the flow being controlled by a needle valve 48 80

when set by means of a nut 47. Because
part of this disk is counter-sunk from the top to locked
of the fixed
relationship
slationship of the tibe 49 and other
receive
the
lower
end
of
the
vacuum
control
bell 25 having a central tube 26 extending through fuel supply parts to'the fuel supply tube and other

O

5

20

it and terminating in a conical nozzle 23 at its fixed parts, it will be noted that the couplings
upper end. The bell 25 speaking roughly, is 36-37-38 are made of such a nature that the 85

pear-shaped, that is to say, it is contracted at the two tubes 31 and 26 may be caused to slide upon

each other without turning and the outer tube
top and bottom in a double conical figure having 31
may raise and lower the vacuum bell and the
an annular camber or shoulder around its upper
portion. This bell is shaped complementarily to air vent duct plate without turning the inner
90
the
inner walls of the bell chamber body which tube 26.
are also conical and lie parallel to the upper outer I have shown in Fig. 4 a bottom plan view of
the bell chamber body, to show that the bracket
walls of the bell, which as already stated are coni. pr
bridge 30 extends across it leaving open spaces
cal,
the
nozzle
or
tube
23
forming
the
apex
of
the
cone. The lower portion of the bell 25 is also on both sides so that access may be had to the
conical but inverted and really forms the frusturn nuts 32 and 34 and the valve 29, if necessary. 95

of a cone, while the corresponding Zone or por
tion of the inher walls of the bell chamber body
is cylindrical and vertical. It should be noted
that the air'ducts in the disk 27 are also vertical
- --

annularfigures
rows,outside
the outer
two of
lieinin four
cylindrical
the
camber
nner two rows
circle of the 'greatest projection of

the camber or shoulder ard
39

he bell. The

ted foray paticiar 15
eis deterrified by

purpose of this will be pointed out in the state

ment of operation.

it willherein
be inderstood
that the dimensions and
shown and described represent ve

in manufacture
conditions, with

.

. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

."

The tube 26, which is integrally attached to
the bell at its upper end carries fuel to the nozzle
so into the vacuum chamber above the

;; ,

, , w, . . . . . . . . . .

vent duct plate, in the bell

... if

g is

ar.

the most important features in the
the air vent duct with itsy
Events is
gs 27. As shown, thes
iai. '
and extendentir

the vacuum bell and the air vent duct op
27,
also between
the conicalconical
head ofwalls
the va
bélland
the overhanging
bell chamber body 22:"The lower
bell chamber are cylindrical, permitt:
coming
jets of air to pass from the duets 27
vertically under practically atmospherie Bres

sure' which impels them with a velocity det
mined by the degree of suction or exhaust pro- .
duced by the engine above the valve 16; which
under such condition is opened by the air pres
Sure beneath it and remains open as long as
there is any'suction, Directly beneath this valve
. ..... . .
the position of the vacuum is what I call the vacuum chamber in whichi the .
surface of the head of the vacuum bell
" ofbeltthese
in theparts
air vent
duct plate. The airistment conical
and the conical surface of the vacuum char
is by hand and when adjusted 25
above said bell, both center. A vacuumi is
they are locked and in position by setting up ber
formed directly above the tip 23 of the bell
the
lock
nuts
34-35-36-37-38.
It
should
be
65 noted that the construction thus described also Supplemental to the vacuum produced by en- ;
This formation is due to the air
permits adjustment of the vacuum control bell gine suction.
passing over the camber of the bel1 and
with respect to the air vent duct plate 27. This currents
defected by the inner wall of the bell
is accomplished by loosening up the lock nut 38 being
chamber
over and above the tip 23 which is the
(0 and turning the nut 36 on the tube 31 whose ini inlet point for the fuel. The best form qf ap- .

chamber body. This tube 31 extends downward
55 ly through the lower' chamber 41 in the bell
er body, thence down through the hollow
if the air valve 29through the bridge 30
so to a coupling connection 36-37-38 which
s the outer tube 31 to be adjusted and

for developing the air strean
... x - - her surface
is smooth's
it mayadjustment
slide on theis paratus
ihner
tube 26.
When thethat
desired
yeloping this condition of vacuum above the
reached, the nut 38 is set up again aid the two

tip has been determined expe
tubesnayfhen be moved as one unit, assuming that
which is shown and described herein

-

25 one or both of the nuts 34-35 to be slacked off, as much as it is very difficult to make detailed 59.
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measurements or graphs of the several air
streams inside the bell chamber, several theories
of operation have been worked out. One is that
a supplemental vacuum is set up between the
tiny ribbons of air as they emerge from the air
went duct, which causes them to spread upon
themselves and to impinge upon each other be
fore making contact with the cambered Surface
of the vacuum bell or the inner wall of the bell
0

chamber. Another theory is that the air streams
merge one upon the other, and follow each other
closely, each stream paralleling adjacent streams
into the compressed Space, rather than Spread

5

20

25

ing and impinging upon themselves or each other.
nular rows of ducts impinge either on the coini
cal upper face of a Wall of the bell chamber Or
on the side of the vacuum bell below the camber,
and are all ultimately deflected to Waid the tip
of the cone immediately above the tip of the Wac
uum bell. By properly adjusting the rows of
openings in the conical duct and also the posi
tion of the bell with respect to the vacuum
chamber walls, the supplemental Vacuum Sur
rounded by turbulent rotating currents of air
causes the fuel to be drawn up from the tip 23
directly into the vacuum where it is thoroughly

3

3. A charge forming apparatus comprising the

following instrumentalities: a casing, an air inlet
and a fuel feed pipe therefor, a bell chamber
contained within said casing, a vacuum control

bell in said bell chamber, said bell having a 80
conical head and a body tapering downward, With
an annular camber or shoulder between them,
means to adjust said bell axially in said bell
chamber, means to lock the same When adjusted,
conical tapering walls in the upper part of the 85
bell chamber above the conical top of the bell,
With an annular air passage between them hav
ing a central discharge opening over the tip of

the bell cone, an air vent duct surrounding the

In either case the air streams of the different an lower end of said bell, with multiple channels 90

extending through it parallel to the axis of the
bell, and a vacuum chamber in the upper part
of the bell chamber above the bell, with a dis
charge pipe and a throttle Valve controlling the
discharge.
95
4. A charge forming apparatus comprising the
following instrumentalities: a casing, an air inlet
and a fuel feed pipe therefor, a bell chamber
contained Within Said casing, a vacuum control
bell in Said bell chamber, Said bell having a 100
conical head and a body tapering down Ward,

With an annular camber or shoulder between

mixed with and in the turbulent air currents. them, means to adjust Said bell axially in Said
This mixture is drawn through the Valve 16 and bell chamber, means to lock the same when ad

35

40

45

50

60

70

moistened by the jet 9 as it passes up into the justed, conical tapering Walls in the upper part 105
discharge went as determined by the throttle of the bell chamber above the conical top of
valve 2.
the bell, With an annular air passage between
What I claim is:
them having a central discharge opening over
1. A charge forming apparatus comprising the the tip of the bell cone, an air went duct Sur
following instrumentalities: a casing, an air inlet rounding the lower end of said bell, with multiple 110
and a fuel feed pipe therefor, a bell chamber channels extending through it parallel to the
contained within Said casing, a vacuum control axis of the bell, With a discharge pipe and a
bell 1n Said bell chamber, said bell having a throttle valve controlling the discharge, together
conical head and a body tapering down Ward, With means for adjusting the position of said
With an annular camber or shoulder between air went duct in the bell chamber, and means for 15
them, means to adjust said bell axially in Said locking the same when adjusted.
bell chamber, means to lock the Sanhe When
5. A charge forming apparatus comprising the
adjusted, conical tapering walls in the upper part following instrumentalities: a casing, an air inlet
of the bell chamber above the conical top of and a fuel feed pipe therefor, a bell chamber
the bell, with an annular air passage between contained Within said casing, a vacuum control 120
them having a central discharge opening over bell in Said chamber, Said bell having a conical
the tip of the bell cone, an air went duct Sur head and a body tapering downward, with an
rounding the lower end of Said bell, With a dis
camber or shoulder between them, coni
charge pipe and a throttle valve controlling the annular
cal
tapering
Walls in the upper part of the bell
discharge.
chamber
above
conical top of the bell, with 125
2. A charge forming apparatus comprising the an annular air the
passage between them having a
following instrumentalities: a casing, an air inlet central discharge passage over the tip of the bell
and a fuel feed pipe therefor, a bell chamber cone, an air vent duct surrounding the lower
contained within said casing, a vacuum control end of said bell with multiple channels extend
bell in Said bell chamber, said bell having a ing through it parallel to the axis of the bell,
conical head and a body tapering downward, with With a discharge pipe and a throttle valve con 130
an annular camber or shoulder between therin, trolling the discharge, a bridge secured to the
means to adjust said bell axially in said bell casing, means for adjusting the air went duct
chamber, means to lock the same When adjusted, axially of the bell chamber comprising an ex
conical tapering Walls in the upper part of the ternally threaded tube carrying the air vent and
bell chamber above the conical top of the bell, threaded in the bridge, means for locking the 135
with an annular air passage between them hav threaded tube in the bridge, and means to adjust
ing a central discharge opening Over the tip of the vacuum bell axially in Said bell chamber
the bell cone, an air Went duct Surrounding the comprising a cylindrical Support carrying the
lower end of said bell, with multiple channels vacuum bell and slidably mounted in the said 40
extending through it parallel to the axis Cf the threaded
tube With ineans for locking the cylin
bell, with a discharge pipe and a throttle valve drical Support in relation to the threaded tube.
controlling the discharge.
FRANK ANDREW KANE.
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